Success Story Products

Facts
Challenge
To produce an eyewear series
with specific design characteristics that meet the precise
demands of the client.
Solution
Additive Manufacturing of
eyeglass frames with a honeycomb structure made of
titanium using the EOS M 290.
Results
• Attractive: new design
possibilities
• Customized: ease and
cost-effectiveness of
producing tailor-made
products
• Sustainable: eradication
of production surpluses
frequently encountered
in the industry

Unique and cost-effective: the delicate lattice structure of the titanium
eyeglass frames was created using industrial 3D printing. (source: Hoet)

Designed by Sight with Additive Manufacturing

New perspectives created by eyewear specialists Hoet –
made possible with the support of Raytech and EOS
’The eye is the point at which the soul and body merge.‘ It is not clear whether the designers from
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Hoet oriented themselves on this quote by dramatist and lyricist Christian Friedrich Hebbel. But
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Outstanding design freedom: the
EOS M 290 along with manufacturing know-how from laser
machining experts Raytech enabled
the realization of this sophisticated
eyewear series. (source: Raytech)
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